Super Slide

Children never get tired of sliding, and if you like speed in "mammoth" proportions, our Jumbo Super Slide is the biggest of them all.

Combining excitement, wide appeal and high throughput; fibreglass slides cannot be beaten for performance and safety. No fete, fair or Fun Day is complete without the free flowing fun of the Super Slide. [More]
Storm

This latest addition to our range of high-excitement rides, is just like a real Storm with lots of electrifying twists, spine-tingling turns and blazing colours.

How can we spin you? Let us count the ways! Get ready for a fast-paced, in-your-face ride guaranteed to get your blood pumping.

The thrills begin as the main arm starts spinning in one direction, upper platforms in the other. Once at full speed, riders have just enough time to catch their breath before the seats slow to a stop; then explode back into action... this time in reverse!

Sit back, hold on tight and let the power of the Storm, give an exhilarating experience for all ages. [More]
Carousel / Merry-Go-Round

Who can forget the ups and downs - rounds and rounds of the Carousel? Our old-fashioned Merry-Go-Round features hand-carved, beautifully painted horses that spark the imagination of young and old. Chariot themed seats are also available for those toddlers who like their rides in style.

Go for a whirl and see why the Carousel, is the memory maker for all ages.

Miami Trip

16 riders sit side by side and rotate either clockwise or anti-clockwise, in a fabulous circular motion. At the top of each rotation, high negative G-forces are experienced, lifting passengers out of their seats for a split second, before whipping them downward in a rapid change of direction.

'Over the shoulder' safety restraints ensures maximum safety. Great airbrush artwork gives the perfect backdrop for a fantastic ride. Take the trip and experience, some breath-taking Miami Madness!! [More]